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1

A 1960's Danish rosewood bar cabinet, the fall
front enclosing a fitted interior, on stained beech
tapering legs, bearing a partial manufacturers label
to back, w. 70 cm £150.00 - £200.00

17

A pair of chromed tubular lounge armchairs with
loose cushions £100.00 - £150.00

18

A Norwegian copper tapering vase by Resy, h. 33
cm £20.00 - £30.00

2

A 1960's Danish rosewood and crossbanded
coffee table of rectangular form on square canted
legs, 140 x 65 cm £200.00 - £300.00

19

A 1970's brown enamelled twin spot standard
lamp £20.00 - £30.00

3

Karl Erik Ekselius for JOC Mobler, a pair of
reception-type armchairs with button upholstery
and aluminium frames £200.00 - £300.00

20

A 1970's brown enamelled and brass coloured
ceiling light with flowerhead-type rings, together
with a 1970's copper coloured squat ceiling light
£30.00 - £40.00

4

Ingmar Relling for Westnofa, a pair of 'Siesta'
chairs, the black button leather seats on formed
laminate frames £200.00 - £300.00

21

5

A 1960/70's G-Plan oak gentleman's wardrobe, the
single door flanked by four drawers on a plinth
base, w. 88 cm £40.00 - £60.00

6

Niels Eilersen, a black painted spindle back
Danish rocking chair with a red fabric seat £150.00
- £200.00

Wendy Cory,
'Winter Hedgerow'
signed,
pastels,
26 x 36 cm,
framed,
together with an unsigned still life oil
£30.00 - £50.00

22

Craig Young,
'Broadgate, Ludlow',
signed,
watercolour,
framed and glazed,
29 x 39 cm £20.00 - £30.00

23

'Air Service'
lithograph reproduction,
printed by E.T.W Dennis & Sons Ltd,
for the National Railway Museum York,
83 x 59 cm,
framed and glazed
together with another print of an American aircraft
£40.00 - £60.00

7

A 1960's Danish rosewood low armchair, the black
leather slung back over a matching cushion on a
rosewood frame with outswept arms and circular
legs, in the manner of Kristian Solmer Vedel and
Illum Wikkelso £250.00 - £350.00

8

A 1970's nest of three semi-circular tables, the
chromed frames supporting smoked glass
surfaces, max. w. 53 cm £60.00 - £100.00

9

A pair of 1970's semi-circular occasional tables,
together forming a circle, the chromed frames
supporting smoked glass surfaces of interlocking
form, w. £80.00 - £120.00

10

Van Hussen,
an abstract,
signed,
acrylics on canvas,
50 x 61 cm,
framed £30.00 - £40.00

24

After Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
'Stylised Tobacco Flowers',
lithograph reproduction,
59 x 40 cm,
together with a group of five similar reproductions,
£20.00 - £30.00

11

A 1950/60's walnut bow fronted desk with an
arrangement of eight drawers and a slide on
tapering beech legs terminating with brass ends, l.
139 cm £100.00 - £150.00

25

Ingmar Relling for Westnofa, a set of three 'Siesta'
chairs, the formed laminate frames with burgandy
loose cushions £300.00 - £400.00

12

A 1960's beech and teak bow fronted desk with an
arrangement of five drawers and a door, l. 129 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

26

A Moorcroft open bowl decorated with fruiting vines
on a green ground, h. 9 cm £40.00 - £60.00

27

A Danish oak and crossbanded desk with an
arrangement of five drawers on circular tapering
legs, l. 130 cm £100.00 - £150.00

A Moorcroft bowl decorated with fruiting vines on a
turquoise ground, paper label to base, h. 11 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

28

A Danish teak desk with an arrangement of six
drawers on square straight legs, l. 134 cm £50.00 £80.00

A group of three Italian aluminium ice buckets with
plastic interiors in the form of pears, max. h. 35
cm £40.00 - £60.00

29

A 1960's teak circular coffee table with a second
wickerwork tier on triangular form legs by Kurt
Ostervig, d. 100 cm £300.00 - £400.00

Simon Randers for Randers Mobelfabrik, a teak
figural group modelled as the Madonna and child,
stamped to underside, h. 28 cm £40.00 - £60.00

30

A pair of chromed tubular lounge armchairs with
loose cushions £100.00 - £150.00

Bertil Vallien for Kosta Boda, a blue carafe and
cover, h. 28 cm £20.00 - £30.00

31

Attributed to Vicke Lindstrad, a 1950's clear glass

13

14

15

16
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32
33

and lined dish of leaf form, l. 30 cm £20.00 - £30.00

50

A G-Plan nest of three teak tables, max. w. 54 cm
£30.00 - £40.00

A group of eleven 1970's Dartington moulded glass
vases, one boxed £30.00 - £50.00

51

A Stouby brown leather armchair in the manner of
Borge Mogensen £150.00 - £200.00

A 1960's Danish teak footstool with a loose
cushion by Frem Rojle £60.00 - £100.00

52

Robin Day for Hille, a 1970's white polyprop
armchair on a four star swivel base, together with
a Hille brown plastic armchair on a tubular base
£50.00 - £60.00

53

A 1960's Danish teak 'floating' bedside shelf with a
single drawer, w. 40 cm £30.00 - £50.00

34

A 1970's cloth lounge armchair on a chromed
swivel base £100.00 - £150.00

35

A Giroflex bentwood and black button upholstered
office chair on a five star swivel base £30.00 £50.00

36

A Giroflex bentwood and black button upholstered
office chair on a five star swivel base £30.00 £50.00

54

A 1960's David Joel Ltd. circular coffee table, the
tile top in a pine and plastic surround, d. 109 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

37

A Giroflex bentwood and black button upholstered
office chair on a five star swivel base £30.00 £50.00

55

Erik Kirkegaard for Hong Stolefabrik, a rosewood
and black leather upholstered elbow chair £80.00 £120.00

38

A Giroflex bentwood and black button upholstered
office chair on a five star swivel base £30.00 £50.00

56

39

A Danish tan leather three seater sofa on an oak
frame £200.00 - £300.00

Kristian Vedel for Soren Willadsen, a 'Modus'
coffee table, the glass surface inset on a
rosewood frame with circular tapering legs, 54 x
54 cm
£120.00 - £150.00

40

A Danish beech and blue upholstered day bed, in
the manner of Hans Wegner £250.00 - £300.00

57

41

A group of three 1960's desk fans with metal
bases of aeronautical form and rubber blades
£30.00 - £40.00

A pair of 1970's Ercol square occasional tables,
the elm tops on beech frames, w. 69 cm £80.00 £120.00

58

Poul Cadovius for France & Sons, a teak
parquetry chequerboard coffee table on slab
supports, 128 x 65 cm £200.00 - £300.00

59

A 1970's Bang & Olufsen teak and aluminium
banded music cabinet on a matching stand, l. 77
cm £60.00 - £100.00

60

A Danish square tile wall plaque decorated with a
stylised bird by Soholm, 17 x 17 cm £20.00 £30.00

61

Vicke Lindstrad for Orrefors, a 'Stella Polaris'
cased glass vase, unsigned, h. 20 cm £40.00 £60.00

62

Johann Gerber for Royal Copenhagen, a 'Fajance'
dish decorated in yellow and black, 790/2884, d.
21 cm £30.00 - £40.00

63

Erkki Vesanto, a blue cased glass 'Littala' vase,
etched to base, h. 15 cm £30.00 - £50.00

64

Nils Lindberg for Orrefors, a 'Sommerso' green and
cased glass vase of triangular form, etched to
base, h. 18 cm £40.00 - £60.00

65

Kathie Winkle for Ironstone, a 'Rushstone' part
dinner service £30.00 - £40.00

66

A 1940/50's Bush radio in cream bakelite case,
together with another in a faux walnut case and a
large group of later radios £80.00 - £120.00

42

A Swedish pottery vase with floral decoration, h.
28 cm £30.00 - £40.00

43

A Swedish pottery table lamp base decorated with
stylised figures and incised bands by Ingmans
Keramik, h. 42 cm, together with two lamp bases
by Robert Jefferson for Purbeck £100.00 - £150.00

44

45

46

47

Ronald Stennett Wilson for Whitefriars, a 1969
cased glass decanter in pale orange with stopper,
h. 26 cm, together with two other decanters, one
with stopper, a glass measuring jug and two
1970's cased glass decanters and stoppers,
possibly by Dartington Crystal, h. 25 cm £60.00 £80.00
A group of four Whitefriars-type cased glass vases
of baluster form, together with four split-rim vases
attributed to Whitefriars, two Mdina pieces and a
small group of other glassware £40.00 - £60.00
Frank Thrower for Dartington, a set of three
graduated cased glass spill vases, max. h. 15 cm
£25.00 - £30.00
Aimo Okkolin for Riihimaen, a yellow glass vase of
staggered form, h. 23 cm, together with three
other vases possibly by the same factory £40.00 £60.00

48

A Holmegaard blue cased glass vase, h. 10 cm,
together with a Kosta Boda tealight holder of
flowerhead form £20.00 - £30.00

67

H.W. Klein for Bramin, a brown leather armchair
on a simulated rosewood five star base £150.00 £200.00

49

Frank Thrower for Dartington, a set of seven
graduated glass kitchen containers, together with
a similar carafe £40.00 - £60.00

68

Gorge Jensen for Kubus, a teak and crossbanded
two tier trolley, w. 73 cm, together with a teak two
tier occasional table £40.00 - £60.00
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69

A Danish mustard vinyl tub chair with exposed
teak arms and tapering legs £50.00 - £80.00

- £40.00

70

A 1970's black vinyl bucket armchair on an
aluminium five star base £150.00 - £200.00

71

An atomic-style table lamp, the perspex shade of
globular form £30.00 - £40.00

72

A boxed Mathmos 'Astro Baby' lava-type lamp
£50.00 - £60.00

73

A Mathmos lava-type lamp with a green plastic
case £20.00 - £30.00

74

A 1970's brown enamelled twin spot standard
lamp £20.00 - £30.00

75

A 1970's aluminium four tier ceiling light with a
blue perspex inner shade £30.00 - £40.00

76

A Dyrlund teak turned table lamp with a spun
fabric shade, h. 78 cm £40.00 - £60.00

77

A Zumtobel black enamelled adjustable work lamp
£30.00 - £40.00

78

Emma Gismond Schweinberger for Artemide
Milano, a 'Dedalo' moulded plastic umbrella stand
in white, h. 35 cm £40.00 - £60.00

79

A 1960's Danish rosewood chest, the two drawers
with integral handles over an open compartment
on circular tapering legs joined by a cross
stretcher, w. 61 cm £150.00 - £200.00

91

Gregory Davies (b.1947),
A hill town in Italy,
signed,
oil on board,
59 x 49 cm £150.00 - £200.00

92

Gregory Davies (b.1947),
Lavender fields in Provence,
signed,
oil on board,
38.5 x 53 cm £150.00 - £200.00

93

Tony Giles (1925-1994),
boats on a river,
signed,
acrylics on board,
56 x 64 cm,
framed, £150.00 - £200.00

94

Charles and Ray Eames for Vitra, a set of four
2010 white DSR chairs on stainless steel Eiffel
tower-type bases £200.00 - £300.00

95

A 1970's teak cabinet with two sliding doors and
circular tapering legs, w. 100 cm £80.00 - £120.00

96

A 1970's teak cabinet with two sliding doors and
circular tapering legs, w. 100 cm £80.00 - £120.00

97

Carl Mamsten for O.H. Sjorgren, a 1950's blue
curved button upholstered sofa £600.00 - £800.00

A 1960's Danish rosewood telephone cabinet
designed by Henning Korch, the three drawers
with brass campaign-type handles and flanked by
an open compartment on square tapering legs, w.
60 cm £200.00 - £300.00

98

A 1970's teak sewing table, the single drawer
suspending a basket on t-shaped supports, w. 71
cm £30.00 - £50.00

99

A 1970's teak tea trolley with detachable tray, w.
64 cm £30.00 - £50.00

81

Dieter Rams for Braun, a TC45/1 turntable with a
pair of matching speakers £150.00 - £200.00

100

82

A group of three 1960/70's metalwork and partially
upholstered stools £30.00 - £40.00

After Marcel Breuer, a set of six Italian 'Cesca'type ebonised, bergere and chromed chairs,
including two carvers £200.00 - £300.00

101

A set of four 1950/60's green steel stacking chairs
with slung seats and backs £50.00 - £80.00

A Herman Miller black 'Mirra' office chair with a
mesh back and a five star base £40.00 - £60.00

102

A Herman Miller grey 'Mirra' office chair with a
mesh back and a five star base £30.00 - £50.00

103

A Kitifa walnut metaphormic table, w. 115 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

80

83
84

A pair of Danish chromed and upholstered static
office chairs on four star bases by Lepo £100.00 £150.00

85

A 1960's walnut drop-leaf occasional table, l. 83
cm, together with a similar walnut occasional table
£60.00 - £80.00

104

A 1960's stained beech occasional table with a
second tier and tapering legs, l. 90 cm £50.00 £80.00

86

A Bottward of London 1950's bamboo reclining
garden chair with loose cushions, together with a
similar chair and footstool, bearing ivorine labels
£30.00 - £50.00

105

A 1970's tan leather and button upholstered
lowback dining chair, possibly by Skippers Mobler
£100.00 - £150.00

87

A pair of 1970's beech framed and canvas slung
two seater sofas £250.00 - £300.00

106

A 1960/70's oak and stained beech two door
tambour cupboard on a plinth base, w. 94 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

88

A Haddock Horstman tole adjustable deskclamped machinist's lamp £20.00 - £30.00

107

89

A 1970's white enamelled four tier pull-down
ceiling light in the manner of Louis Poulsen £30.00
- £40.00

A 1960/70's teak cupboard, the tambour door
enclosing two shelves, on a plinth base, w. 46 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

108

A 1970's highback armchair and a matching
lowback armchair, both in tan leather upholstery,
possibly by Skippers Mobler £200.00 - £300.00

109

A Swedish pottery salt glazed jug together with

90

A 1970's white and purple enamelled four tier
ceiling light in the manner of Louis Poulsen £30.00
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four other items of Swedish pottery £20.00 - £30.00

£50.00

110

A 1970's brown enamelled three tier ceiling light in
the manner of Louis Poulsen £30.00 - £40.00

130

A 1970's brass coloured four tier ceiling light
£30.00 - £40.00

111

Giotto Stoppino for Kartell, a six compartment
moulded plastic magazine rack in white, h. 44 cm
£60.00 - £80.00

131

A 1960's 'Kingston' lounge chair, the five
upholstered 'barrels' supported on a chromed flat
frame by William Plunkett £250.00 - £350.00

112

A 1960/70's stained mahogany coffee table base
of X-form, l. 104 cm £30.00 - £50.00

132

113

A pair of 1960's Danish rosewood framed lounge
armchairs with loose cushions, possibly by Illum
Wikkelso or Ole Wanscher £300.00 - £500.00

Jindrich Halabala for Spojené UP Zavody, a 1930's
oak veneered 'Spider' table on beech legs, bearing
a paper label verso, w. 65 cm £200.00 - £300.00

133

Jindrich Halabala for Spojené UP Zavody, a 1930's
oak veneered 'Spider' table on beech legs, bearing
the remains of a paper label verso, w. 65 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

134

Jindrich Halabala for Spojené UP Zavody, a 1930's
dark oak veneered 'Spider' table on beech legs,
bearing the remains of a paper label verso, w. 65
cm £200.00 - £300.00

135

Xavier Pauchard for Tolix, a set of six red T2
stacking chairs £120.00 - £150.00

114

A set of four white contemporary stacking chairs
£30.00 - £50.00

115

A 1950's nest of three coffee tables, the walnut
tops on black circular legs, max. l. 64 cm £30.00 £50.00

116

A 1960's Danish teak storage cabinet with a lift lid
of semi-circular form on teak legs with brass caps,
w. 61 cm £40.00 - £60.00

117

A 1970's Danish staved teak chopping board by
Digsmed, w. 30 cm £20.00 - £30.00

136

A Danish beech and tan upholstered three seater
sofa by Friss £200.00 - £300.00

118

A 1970's Tan-Sad black fabric chair on a four star
swivel base £30.00 - £40.00

137

119

A pair of 1970's Remploy beech and laminate
single drawer bedside cabinets, h. 61 cm £30.00 £50.00

120

Alan Brough (b.1924, ex-Leach Pottery), a pair of
stoneware mugs, signed to bases, h. 8 cm each
£50.00 - £80.00

Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela (1918-2013),
'My Robben Island Series II: The Courtyard',
limited edition lithograph,
signed with artist's motivation and limited edition
photograph,
287/350,
with certification by Ross McLean Calder,
in the original folio £2,500.00 - £3,000.00

138

121

A Wensleydale Pottery ceramic casserole dish
and cover, the rim with a royal blue glaze, d. 24
cm £20.00 - £30.00

A mid-century table lamp constructed of letterstamps, h. 36 cm £40.00 - £60.00

139

A Campden Pottery canister and cover decorated
with grey bands, h. 15 cm, together with two cups
and saucers by the same pottery £30.00 - £50.00

A 1970's brown enamelled single spot standard
lamp with an open trumpet-form shade £20.00 £30.00

140

A 1970's aluminium and red enamelled three tier
ceiling light £30.00 - £40.00

122

123

A Portmerion stilton cheese dish and cover
141
decorated in blue with the 'Totem' pattern, together
with two other pieces of 'Totem' pottery £30.00 £40.00

124

A group of studio pottery including a Geoffrey
Maund 'Boss' mug, a Brixham pottery mug, a
Cinque Pottery tea jar with lid, a Welsh plate by
Bwthyn Pottery etc. (6) £30.00 - £40.00

142

Attributed to Whitefriars, a large cased glass bowl
with lug handles, ground pontile mark, h. 22 cm
£30.00 - £40.00

A 1960's cut glass vase decorated with grass-like
lines, h. 20 cm, together with five other similar
British and Scandinavian cut glass vases £60.00 £100.00

143

A Whitefriars amber coloured 'bubble' tealight
holder together with another hand blown tealight
holder £20.00 - £30.00

A group of assorted 1960's and later collectables
including thermos jugs, plastic door handles,
kitchenalia etc. £30.00 - £50.00

144

A group of nine assorted 1970's and later glass
dishes and tealight holders together with a similar
paperweight £30.00 - £50.00

A Poole jardiniere decorated with floral sprays, h.
16 cm, together with four other Poole bowls and a
Poole pottery table lamp base £60.00 - £100.00

145

A Swedish cased glass vase of ribbed form, by
Stromberg, h. 21 cm £30.00 - £40.00

128

A 1970/80's blue leather highback armchair on a
five star swivel base £30.00 - £50.00

146

A 1970's blue cased glass and etched vase, the
interior of sloping form, h. 17 cm £20.00 - £30.00

129

A group of ten items of Swedish pottery £40.00 -

147

A set of three Jersey Pottery table lamp bases in

125

126

127
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John Luxton for Stuart and Son, a 1950/60's cut
glass vase of tumbler form decorated with a
repeated flowerhead, h. 19 cm, together with a
slim vase attributed to the same maker £50.00 £80.00

the form of young ladies, h. 13 cm £20.00 - £30.00

£200.00 - £250.00

148

A 1960/70's Whitefriars Crystal light blue glass
vase of tapering form, bearing paper label, h. 18
cm £20.00 - £30.00

169

An Elsi Bourelins pottery figure with a blue glaze,
together with four other studio pottery figures
£20.00 - £30.00

149

James Hogan for Whitefriars, a 'Lobed' clear glass
vase, h. 19 cm £20.00 - £30.00

170

A 1970's brown enamelled and aluminium banded
squat ceiling light £30.00 - £40.00

150

A 1930's James Powell Whitefriars vase of
tapering form, h. 19 cm £20.00 - £30.00

171

151

Anna Castelli for Kartell, a pair of white moulded
plastic cabinets of cylindrical form, each with two
sliding doors, h. 40 cm £60.00 - £80.00

Three Whitefriars glass figures modelled as swans
together with a Stennet Wilson bear, elephant and
bird £30.00 - £40.00

172

A pair of Briglin pottery vases decorated with
autumnal glazes, h. 22 cm, together with a similar
vase £30.00 - £40.00

173

Robert Welch for Old Hall, a set of seven stainless
steel fruit baskets, d. 26 cm £20.00 - £30.00

174

A Danish ceramic bowl decorated in a green glaze
with a squirrel, marked to the underside 'Denmark
1807 1583', d. 29 cm £20.00 - £30.00

175

Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a 1950/60's
triangular form cased glass spill vase, h. 24 cm,
together with three other matching vases, three
Whitefriars miniature ribbed glass bowls, three
Whitefriars paperweights and a pair of blue glass
spill vases £30.00 - £50.00

152

A pair of 1960's Danish rosewood and
crossbanded occasional tables on straight legs
with curved edges, 65 x 45 cm each £300.00 £400.00

153

A group of four assorted bedside cabinets
including one Stag and one G-Plan £40.00 - £60.00

154

A pair of 1970's black vinyl barber's chairs on
aluminium foot-adjusted bases £50.00 - £80.00

155

A ceramic hand painted plaque showing detail of
the 'Fresco of the Spring Thera 1550-1500 B.C.' by
G. Lioulias, 35 x 57 cm £30.00 - £40.00

156

A 1970's cream vinyl and button upholstered
armchair on a beech five star base £30.00 - £50.00 176

157

A David Joel oak sideboard, the two sliding doors
enclosing a drawer and two shelves, l. 136 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

158

A pair of 1970's orange vinyl executive armchairs
on metal tubular legs attributed to Eero Saarinen
£40.00 - £60.00

159

A pair of aluminium 'tractor seat' bar stools £60.00
- £80.00

160

A Swedish brown leather two seater sofa with an
exposed stained beech frame by Ulferts £100.00 £150.00

161

177

A group of timepieces and desk calendars
including a Robert Welch Westclox bakelite alarm
clock £20.00 - £30.00

178

Raymond Loewy for Rosenthal, a white glazed
teapot, h. 24 cm, together with a pestle and
mortar by the same factory, a matching pestle,
another Rosenthal teapot and a Wedgewood urn
and cover £20.00 - £30.00

179

An unusual 1970's cranberry and clear glass table
piece, h. 18 cm £20.00 - £30.00

180
A Heals of London 'floating' refectory table, the oak
surface resting on hidden pegs over a matching
181
oak base with exposed fox wedges, 215 x 85 cm
£400.00 - £600.00

162

A set of three 1960's British teak framed lounge
chairs with loose cushions £100.00 - £150.00

163

A black wirework side chair by Harry Bertoia
£50.00 - £80.00

164

A 1970's teak and upholstered 'Manhattan'
adjustable sofa bed by Guy Rogers £200.00 £300.00

165

A 1970's Danish teak chest of three drawers on
tapering legs, w. 61 cm £50.00 - £80.00

166

A walnut finished three tier shelving system with
black rod supports, w. 70 cm £40.00 - £60.00

167

A Lotus Pottery Modernist figure modelled as a
cat by Elizabeth Skipworth, l. 26 cm £10.00 £20.00

168

Per Lutken for Holmegaard, a 'Soap Bubble' cased
glass vase in pale blue, etched to base, h. 25 cm
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Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a 1950/60's glass
bowl of organic form, l. 30 cm £20.00 - £30.00

Attributed to Whitefriars, a ruby red glass vase of
squat form, h. 14 cm £20.00 - £30.00
Rosemary Harrison,
'Sequence Foul',
signed in pencil,
artist's proof,
75 x 57 cm,
framed and glazed £50.00 - £80.00

182

Rosemary Harrison,
'My Homage',
signed in pencil,
limited edition print numbered 1/15,
42 x 33 cm,
framed and glazed,
£30.00 - £50.00

183

Rosemary Harrison,
'Card Nebulae',
signed in pencil,
artist's proof,
48 x 30 cm,
framed and glazed,
together with four signed monoprints by the same

hand,
£100.00 - £150.00

vase, h. 21 cm £20.00 - £30.00
202

Attributed to Thomas Webb, an optic 'strung' glass
vase, h. 21 cm, together with two other similar
glass vases £20.00 - £30.00

203

A 1970's black plastic storage unit designed by
Radaelli, together with two plastic brush holders in
the form of ducks £20.00 - £30.00

204

A 'Falco' automatic table lighter together with a
faux tortoise shell and enamelled desk compact
£20.00 - £30.00

205

A Holmegaard glass pendant bearing paper label,
together with a Meri Lasi moulded glass plaque
£20.00 - £30.00

206

Rosemary Harrison,
'Reflections I',
mixed media on board,
80 x 60 cm, £30.00 - £50.00

Two Scandinavian glass dishes/table centres
£30.00 - £40.00

207

A group of assorted ceramics including a Hornsea
canister set, a Shelley cake plate, a Bretby green
glazed bowl etc. £30.00 - £50.00

187

A group of twenty three French beech stacking
school stools by Le Don £120.00 - £150.00

208

188

A group of ten assorted 1950/60's beech stacking
school stools £50.00 - £80.00

Per Lutken for Holmegaard, an aqua green
'Gronland' glass vase, etched to base, h. 20 cm
£30.00 - £40.00

209

Tamara Aladin for Riihimaki, a smoked blue
'Chimney' vase, h. 22 cm, together with a pair of
emerald green 'Bullet' vases and a sage green
vase by the same factory £60.00 - £80.00

210

A 1970's brass coloured circular ceiling light with
glass droplets inside pierce work sides £30.00 £40.00

184

185

186

Rosemary Harrison,
'Shadowed Walk',
signed in pencil with VRH,
artist's proof,
70 x 48 cm,
together with two other artist's proof by the same
hand,
£100.00 - £150.00
Jane Starck,
a three dimensional image of stylised trees,
felt panel over-mounted with a glass front,
signed and dated '74,
43 x 36 cm £30.00 - £50.00

189

A Danish 1970's modular shelving system
including two 'waterfall' uprights and a group of
teak shelves £50.00 - £80.00

190

A 1970's aluminium and red enamelled two tier
ceiling light £30.00 - £40.00

191

Frank Guille for Kandya, a pair of 'C32' breakfast
chairs/stools, the black vinyl seats with teak
backrests on metalwork frames £60.00 - £80.00

211

192

Charles and Ray Eames for Herman Miller, a
black leather 'Soft Pad' highback office chair on a
five star swivel base £200.00 - £300.00

A white leather button upholstered two seater sofa
on a chromed frame by Florence Knoll £100.00 £150.00

212

193

A 1960's black formica two tier amorphic
table/trolley designed by Jacqueline Groag, l. 115
cm £150.00 - £200.00

A Calligaris glass topped circular dining table with
four matching Calligaris 'Jam' chairs £300.00 £400.00

213

A Danish brown leather three seater sofa on
square beech legs £300.00 - £400.00

194

A 1970's wool upholstered bucket chair on an
aluminium four star base £100.00 - £150.00

214

195

A 1970's stripped three seater sofa on an
aluminum base together with a matching chair
£250.00 - £300.00

Sigurd Resell for Vatne Mobler, a chrome and
black leather highback 'Falcon' chair £700.00 £900.00

215

196

Hans Wegner for Getama, an oak and upholstered
three seater sofa on square straight legs £200.00 £300.00

Geoffrey Harcourt for Artifort, a black upholstered
highback chair on an aluminium tulip-type base,
together with a matching footstool £200.00 £300.00

216

Bengt Ruda for Nordiska Kompaniet, a set of three
1950's walnut nesting tables, max. w. 54 cm
£60.00 - £100.00

197

Alvar Aalto for Artek, a Finish '406' lounge
armchair with a webbed seat, dated 2010 £200.00 217
£300.00

198

A 1960's West German studio pottery jug
decorated in red glazes, h. 18 cm £20.00 - £30.00

199

A Balkan Glass vase decorated with a 'birds eye'
cased glass, h. 21 cm £30.00 - £40.00

200

A Tilgmans pottery vase decorated with floral
motifs, h. 23 cm, together with three other items of
Swedish pottery £20.00 - £30.00

201

James Bang for Holmegaard, a 'Capri' purple glass
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A pair of 1970's green button upholstered low
lounge armchairs on aluminium swivel bases by
Skippers Mobler £200.00 - £300.00

218

A Danish oak cabinet, the tambour door enclosing
a fitted interior, by Nipu, l. 120 cm £120.00 £150.00

219

An Ercol beech and upholstered rocking chair
£100.00 - £150.00

220

A 1960's tubular armchair with a tan leather slung
seat and back, in the manner of Charlotte Perriand

£40.00 - £60.00

£40.00 - £60.00

221

A Briglin pottery five sitting coffee decorated in
autumnal glazes £20.00 - £30.00

222

A Swinnertons Ironstone six sitting dinner service
including side plates, dinner plates and bowls
£20.00 - £30.00

223

A pair of Tallberg ceramic tapering candlesticks
together with five other items of Swedish pottery
£20.00 - £30.00

224

A 1970's brass coloured twin spot standard lamp
£20.00 - £30.00

225

A 1970's aluminium circular ceiling light with
moulded perspex motifs and a diffuser £30.00 £40.00

226

Borge Mogensen for FDB, an oak two seater sofa
with blue striped loose cushions £200.00 - £250.00

227

228

229

240

Kunzler (Warwickshire, contemporary),
a study of a stylised angel,
signed,
oil on canvas,
91 x 60 cm £200.00 - £300.00

241

Kunzler (Warwickshire, contemporary),
a head and shoulders portrait,
signed,
oils,
40 x 29 cm,
framed and glazed £100.00 - £150.00

242

A Danish 1960/70's upholstered three seater sofa
with exposed teak arms and tapering legs £300.00
- £400.00

Hamish Blakely (b.1968),
'Three of a Kind',
signed and with a presentation message verso,
oil on canvas,
67 x 87 cm,
framed £600.00 - £1,000.00

243

Eric Ravilious for Wedgwood, a pair of 'Brighton
Museum and Art Gallery' re-issued 'Alphabet'
bowls with pink bands £30.00 - £50.00

A Bretby pottery four sitting teaset decorated with
a grey 'swirl' pattern glaze, together with two
further items of Bretby pottery £20.00 - £30.00

244

Eric Ravilious for Wedgwood, a group of fourteen
'Travel' pattern tablewares £80.00 - £120.00

A Bretby pottery squat teapot together with a large
group of other Bretby floral decorated pottery
£40.00 - £60.00

245

A Bretby pottery four sitting teaset including a
squat teapot decorated with concentric circles,
together with a large group of other Bretby pottery
decorated in a similar fashion £40.00 - £60.00

230

Eric Ravilious for Wedgwood, a group of five items
of 'Garden' pattern tablewares £50.00 - £80.00

231

A group of Swedish moulded glass pieces
including tealight holders etc. £20.00 - £30.00

246

Illum Wikkelso for CFC, a stained beech two
seater sofa with loose cushions £100.00 - £150.00

232

A Royal Lancastrian cream vase, h. 25 cm,
together with a smaller vase by the same factory,
a Pilkingtons shallow dish and a similar green
glazed vase £30.00 - £50.00

247

A Danish brown leather three seater sofa on
mahogany square feet £250.00 - £300.00

248

A Villeroy & Bosh 'Mettlach' stoneware bottle vase
decorated in a blue and brown glaze, h. 13 cm
£60.00 - £100.00

A group of ten items of Swedish pottery £40.00 £60.00

249

Keith Murray for Wedgwood, a matt green pot of
urn-form, deficient of lid, h. 8 cm £20.00 - £30.00

A 1970's aluminium circular ceiling light with
moulded perspex motifs and a diffuser £30.00 £40.00

250

Per Lutken for Holmegaard, a blue cased glass
spill vase with a sloped rim, bearing partial paper
label, h. 23 cm £30.00 - £50.00

Two 1970's copper coloured ceiling lights with
moulded glass inner shades £40.00 - £60.00

251

A group of assorted 1960/70's Midwinter pottery
including charger, part teasets etc. £30.00 - £40.00

233

234
235

236

A Jersey Pottery lantern holder, h. 23 cm, a
ceramic lamp base and a Pearsons bowl £20.00 £30.00

252

Robert Welch for Old Hall, a pair of stainless steel
and teak three section trays, together with three
other stainless steel serving trays £30.00 - £40.00

237

A Poole Aegean pottery charger decorated in a
yellow and brown floral glaze, d. 36.5 cm £30.00 £50.00

253

A set of three green glazed studio pottery finger
bowls, d. 11 cm £30.00 - £40.00

254

238

Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a 'Bark' vase of
cylindrical form in tangerine orange, h. 23 cm
£30.00 - £50.00

A Thomas of Germany seven sitting coffee set
decorated with dark red motifs £20.00 - £30.00

255

A Bath Pottery plate of shield-form, a Edith
Danmark pottery plate, two further plates and a
wall pocket £30.00 - £40.00

256

An extensive group of assorted 1960's and later
glassware including vases, bowls, paperweights
etc. £100.00 - £200.00

257

Seven items of Bretby and similar ceramics, in
bright glazes £30.00 - £40.00

239

Edith Le Breton (1912-1993),
a carousel in a city park,
signed in pencil,
lithographic print,
50 x 60 cm,
framed and glazed,
together with a signed print by Thomas Bradley
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258

An Alessi stainless steel cocktail shaker, together
with a Danish coffee pot and a pair of Bodum
beech condiments £30.00 - £40.00

259

Robert Welch for Old Hall, a group of ten stainless
steel toast racks £30.00 - £40.00

281

A Tilgmans Keramik pottery vase decorated with
floral sprays, h. 20 cm, together with a studio
pottery vase and a miniature bottle vase £60.00 £100.00

282

A Lord Nelson seven sitting tea set £15.00 - £20.00

283

A pair of Dansky Design green glass tealight
holders, h. 9 cm £10.00 - £15.00

260

Four items of Norwegian Pewter including a three
piece tea set and a pot and cover £20.00 - £30.00

261

A pair of Florence Knoll oak two door credenza on 284
chromed frames, w. 95 cm each £250.00 - £300.00

262

Spare lot

263

A set of six 1950's French green metal folding
chairs £120.00 - £150.00

264

Robert Welch for Old Hall, a set of five stainless
steel dishes inset with pennies, bearing a label for
the Design Centre, London £20.00 - £30.00

285

A set of six 1950's French green metal folding
chairs £120.00 - £150.00

Stuart Devlin for Viners, a metalwares goblet
together with a matching cased bowl £20.00 £30.00

286

A Robert Welch cast iron ashtray, w. 14 cm
£20.00 - £30.00

265

A set of six 1950's French green metal folding
chairs £120.00 - £150.00

287

266

A set of three 1950's French green metal folding
chairs £60.00 - £80.00

A Just Anderson pewter tray surmounted by a
squirrel, d. 18 cm, together with a copper dish by
Ruskin Wornum and a stainless steel dish £20.00 £30.00

267

Industrial Design: a large pine carpenter's work
bench, the rear end with two cast metal wheels,
236 x 123 cm £200.00 - £300.00

288

Eight pieces of 1960/70's 'knobbled' glass
including vases and bowls £30.00 - £50.00

289

268

A 1970's lounge armchair, the tubular frame
supporting corduroy upholstery £40.00 - £60.00

A Whitefriars-type cranberry cased glass vase of
rectangular form, h. 23 cm £20.00 - £30.00

290

269

An Atomic-type tubular valet stand modelled as a
female figure £30.00 - £40.00

A 1950/60's Scandinavian cut glass vase of
staggered form decorated with geometric designs,
h. 30 cm £30.00 - £40.00

270

A South France primitive wine making table on
four legs joined by stretchers, d. 68 cm £80.00 £120.00

291

A Troika vase of cuboid form typically decorated
with wheels, triangles etc., h. 21 cm £80.00 £120.00

271

A Poole Pottery vase of squat form, the black
ground decorated with a red glaze, h. 16 cm
£30.00 - £50.00

292

Stig Lindberg and Eduard Lindahl for Gustavsberg,
a pair of 1960's ceramic figures modelled as owls
'Knip' and 'Burr' £40.00 - £60.00

272

A contemporary End-of-Day type glass spill vase
of flowerhead form, inscribed 'Our Glass 2010', h.
29 cm £20.00 - £30.00

293

A 1950's Poole 'Freeform' pottery vase of
staggered form, h. 19 cm £20.00 - £30.00

294

273

Arne Jacobsen for Stelton, a 'Cylinda Line' ice
bucket with a teak lid, h. 23 cm £30.00 - £40.00

Ulla Procope for Arabia, a black pottery teapot, h.
13 cm £30.00 - £40.00

274

Attributed to Alan Caiger Smith for Aldermaston
Pottery, a studio pottery lamp base of trumpet
form having a pierced upper section above a body
decorated with a stylised female face, painted
signature to base, h. 18 cm £60.00 - £100.00

295

Tamara Aladin for Riihimaki, a pair of 'Kleopatra'
jugs in ruby red and emerald green, h. 25 cm each
£100.00 - £150.00

296

Karel Wunsch for Exbor, a 1970's Bohemian cut
glass vase, h. 20 cm £80.00 - £120.00

Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a 'willow' coloured 297
'cello' vase, h. 18 cm bearing partial label £100.00 298
£150.00

A Murano 'Sommerso' faceted green glass vase,
bearing label, h. 16 cm £20.00 - £30.00

275

276

Five items of small Swedish pottery £20.00 £30.00

277

A Swedish brown, green and black glazed vase, h.
13 cm, together with three other Swedish pottery
vases £20.00 - £30.00

278

A Gabriel black and blue glazed bowl together with
four other items of Swedish pottery £20.00 - £30.00

279

A 1970's brass coloured single spot standard lamp
£20.00 - £30.00

280

A 1970's brass coloured ceiling light with a white
enamelled interior ring £30.00 - £40.00
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Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a 1960's sea green
optic vase, pattern 9584, h. 18 cm, together with a
William Wilson green footed bowl £40.00 - £50.00

299

Bo Borgstom for Aseda, a Swedish sage green
'Bamboo' vase, h. 24 cm, together with an Iittala
Nanny Still-style vase and a pair of crystal candle
holders and candles by the same factory £50.00 £60.00

300

An extensive group of British stainless steel
tablewares including Robert Welch for Old Hall
etc. £120.00 - £150.00

301

A 1970's teak framed lounge armchair with loose

cushions by Greaves and Thomas £80.00 £120.00

brown shades, 120 x 62 cm £20.00 - £30.00
322

302

A 1960/70's teak side table, the centre lifting to
reveal a fitted interior, flanked by a pair of drawers
on square tapering legs, l. 163 cm £40.00 - £60.00

A South American-type woolen rug decorated with
stylised figures on a red ground within blue and
yellow borders, 246 x 169 cm £50.00 - £80.00

323

303

Tapio Wirkkala for Iittala, a purple cased glass
'Bubble' vase, etched to base, h. 29 cm £40.00 £60.00

Jeff Weber of Studio Weber for Herman Miller, a
set of five stacking 'Caper' armchairs £150.00 £200.00

324

304

A San Marino 'Fantoni'-type vase of cylindrical
form, h. 20 cm £10.00 - £15.00

Jeff Weber of Studio Weber for Herman Miller, a
set of five stacking 'Caper' armchairs £150.00 £200.00

305

Pavel Hlava for Exbor, a 1970's Czech multi325
faceted glass bud vase, h. 24 cm £80.00 - £120.00

306

A boxed Whitefriars glass lemonade set including
a jug and six glasses, M104 £50.00 - £80.00

307

Carl Thor for Granhaga, a 'Le Monde' Trava
pendant ceiling light £80.00 - £120.00

308

A white enamelled seven tier 'Snowball'-type
ceiling light after Louis Poulsen £80.00 - £120.00

309

A quad film poster for 'Un Flic de Jean-Pierre
Melville', distributed par Les Films Corona, 79 x 59
cm £50.00 - £80.00

310

A quad film poster for 'Voulez Vous danser avec
moi?', distributed by UFA Sofradis SA, 80 x 57 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

311

After Andy Warhol,
'Guns',
acrylic on canvas,
70 x 100 cm £50.00 - £80.00

Eric Ravilious,
a 1938 High Street cover,
produced for Curwen Press,
19 x 14 cm,
framed £40.00 - £60.00

326

Eric Gill,
'IV Clothes as Churches and Town Halls',
woodcut taken from a book,
14 x 9 cm,
framed and glazed,
together with a lithograph after John Piper £50.00 £80.00

327

Ray Elman (b.1955),
'Making a Point',
signed in pencil and numbered 88/160,
limited edition print,
77 x 63 cm,
framed and glazed £150.00 - £200.00

328

Linnea Pergola (California, b.1953),
a bustling street,
signed in pencil and numbered 17/300,
serigraph,
79 x 104 cm,
framed £200.00 - £300.00

312

Pierre L. Brenot (1913-1998),
a group of four colour posters including 'Renaud
Plaisirs' £50.00 - £80.00

313

A 1970's bathroom mirror, the oval plate within a
perspex frame, d. 57 cm £30.00 - £40.00

329

314

A pair of 1960's G-Plan wingback and button
upholstered armchairs on teak four star bases with
castors £300.00 - £400.00

A Maggie Wibom yellow glazed dish, a Siguard
Andersson dish, and a group of four other items of
Swedish pottery £20.00 - £30.00

330

315

A whale vertebrae, l. 61 cm £50.00 - £80.00

Nine items of Swedish pottery including small
dishes and vases £20.00 - £30.00

316

An Ercol elm and beech rocking chair £50.00 £80.00

331

317

A set of four red vinyl and aluminium banded
folding chairs by Camel Outdoors £50.00 - £80.00

Mari Simmulson for Upsala-Ekeby, a florally
decorated jug, together with three other items of
pottery £20.00 - £30.00

332

M. De Lucchi and G. Fassina for Artemide, a pair
of 'Tolomeo' desk-mounted adjustable work lamps
£80.00 - £120.00

A Bromma Ceramic brown and blue leaf glazed
bowl, together with two dishes and two further
bowls £20.00 - £30.00

333

M. De Lucchi and G. Fassina for Artemide, a pair
of 'Tolomeo' desk-mounted adjustable work lamps
£80.00 - £120.00

A large studio pottery teapot, a dish by Agge Ahlin
and three other items of Scandinavian ceramics
£20.00 - £30.00

334

Late 20th Century School,
a stylised study of the Madonna and child,
signed and dated '92,
oil on board,
38 x 27 cm,
framed £40.00 - £60.00

335

After James McNaught,
'Hot Thighs',
lithographic print,
49 x 26 cm,

318

319

320

321

Geoffrey Lusty for Lloyd Loom, a 'Sputnik' wicker
linen basket with wooden cover and painted metal
tripod stand, h 52 cm
*It is believed that less than one hundred of these
baskets, inspired by the launch of the first
Russian space satellite, were manufactured.
£300.00 - £400.00
A 1970's woolen rug decorated with pink and
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together with another similar print £40.00 - £60.00
336

21st Century School,
a blue abstract study,
unsigned,
lithographic print,
76 x 43 cm,
framed and glazed £40.00 - £60.00

form £30.00 - £40.00
354

A 1970's orange enamelled ceiling light of trumpet
form £30.00 - £40.00

355

A 1970's three spot ceiling light, the three glass
shades suspended on a teak Y-form frame £30.00 £40.00

356

A pair of 1970's brown enamelled and brass
coloured ceiling lights with central pillar shades
£40.00 - £60.00

337

Ron Arad for Vitra, a set of five stacking 'Tom Vac'
chairs £150.00 - £200.00

338

Ron Arad for Vitra, a set of five stacking 'Tom Vac'
chairs £150.00 - £200.00

357

A 1970's white enamelled pendant ceiling light
£30.00 - £40.00

339

A pair of 1960/70's blue fabric upholstered lounge
armchairs with stained beech frames £60.00 £100.00

358

A 1970's aluminium ceiling light of trumpet form
£30.00 - £40.00

340

A 1960's beech and upholstered rocking chair of
organic form £40.00 - £60.00

359

A 1970's moulded glass and black enamelled
ceiling light £30.00 - £40.00

341

A pair of 1970's brown button upholstered lounge
armchairs on tubular frames and five star bases
£100.00 - £150.00

360

A 1970's copper coloured and black enamelled
ceiling light £30.00 - £40.00

361

A MiniSun grey adjustable desk lamp £30.00 £50.00

342

343

Maarten Van Severen for Vitra, an '.04' chair, the
362
moulded plastic seat on a straight column
mounted by a footrest over a five star base £30.00 £50.00
363
Jorge Pensi for Amat a stainless steel circular
bistro table together with three matching 'Toledo'
stacking chair with pads £200.00 - £300.00

344

Jorge Pensi for Amat a stainless steel circular
bistro table together with three matching 'Toledo'
stacking chair with pads £200.00 - £300.00

345

1970's Au...,
a stylized street scene,
signed,
acrylics on board,
42 x 121 cm,
framed £50.00 - £80.00

346

Anu Moser for Louis Poulsen, a large 'Moser'
glass pendant ceiling light, h. 36 cm £60.00 £100.00

347

Anu Moser for Louis Poulsen, a large 'Moser'
glass pendant ceiling light, h. 36 cm £60.00 £100.00

348

Anu Moser for Louis Poulsen, a large 'Moser'
glass pendant ceiling light, h. 36 cm £60.00 £100.00

349

Anu Moser for Louis Poulsen, a large 'Moser'
glass pendant ceiling light, h. 36 cm £60.00 £100.00

350

Philippe Starck for Flos, a 'Romeo' table lamp with
an aluminium base, steel body and glass shade,
h. 67 cm £150.00 - £200.00

351

Philippe Starck for Flos, a 'Romeo' table lamp with
an aluminium base, steel body and glass shade,
h. 67 cm £150.00 - £200.00

352

A 1970's brown enamelled twin spot standard
lamp £20.00 - £30.00

353

A 1970's purple enamelled ceiling light of trumpet
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Niels Diffrient for Herman Miller, a 'Freedom
Headrest' office armchair on a five star swivel base
£60.00 - £100.00
Gary Hodges (b.1954),
'Under the Sea',
signed in pencil and numbered 267/850,
limited edition print,
63 x 38 cm,
framed and glazed
£30.00 - £40.00

364

Ashley Bolch (1950-2016),
'Langstone Harbour',
signed in pencil and numbered 123/250,
aquatint,
29 x 39 cm,
framed and glazed,
together with another by the same hand entitled
'Harbour Arm' £50.00 - £80.00

365

Kunzler (Contemporary, Warwickshire artist),
'Falling In Love On A Sunday At 3am In The
Morning'
signed,
exhibited in 2002 and 2006,
oils on canvas,
49 x 60 cm,
framed £250.00 - £300.00

366

A Bang & Olufsen music system including a
Beocentre 2100, a Beogram 2000, a Beogram CD
X, a pair of Beobox X25 speakers and the
associated stand £200.00 - £300.00

